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Artif icial bird nests are a useful' easily manipulated

means of testing various hypotheses relating to nest
predation. The subject is of much interest to bird ecologists
given the often crucial role played by nesting mortality -in
ihe recruitment rate of many bird species (Ricklefs 1969)

Predators responsible for nest mortality are rarely identified

however, in either artificial nest studies or studies of natural

nest predation (Major and Kendal 1996). A knowledge of
predator identity can add a new dimension to our

understanding of the nesting ecology of bird species and

the predation pressures experienced However, identification

of predators can add a costly and time consuming

dimension to artif icial nest studies, which are popular

in part due to their simplicity and relative ease of
execution.

The trigger mechanism described here was designed to
photograph predation events at artificial nests intended to
mimic those of a ground dwelling Australian savannah
species, thc Partridge Pigeon Geophaps .trt i l&ii, which

construct simple ground nests. Other simple camera trigger
designs exist but appear to be more suitable for arboreal
nests, are rnore complex, labour intensive or costly (e.g.

Picman 1987; Savidge and Seibert 1988; Major 1991;
Laurance and Grant 1994; Major and Gowing 1994). The
camera setup described by Major (1991) suited our
requirements and was adopted, but the trigger mechanism
was unsuitable as it was designed for arboreal nests.
Consequently a simple and cheap trigger mechanism for
photographing predators at artif icial ground nests was
designed and is described here.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRIGGER MECHANISM

The trigger mechanism is comprised of f ive main
componentsr a mouse or rat trap, at least eight small wire
stakes, f lexible plastic tubing, f ishing l ine or equivalent,
and protective covering for the mouse trap. Major's paper
(1991) should be referred to for more detail regarding the
camera setup; but in brief, the equipment required for the
camera setup is: a camera (we purchased A$30 cameras
with built in f lashes; however, disposable cameras could
also be used), two rubber bands, a lever and small prop
and protective housing or roofing. Except for the egg, the
above items are all that are required. Partridge pigeon nests
were mimicked by making a shallow scrape (<l cm) in the
ground and lined with a few strands of herbage.

The mouse trap trigger mechanism is shown in Figure

1. The mouse trap was pegged with wire stakes into a

shallow depression in the ground. One piece of fishing line

connected the snap arm of the trap lo the camera trigger

(b, Fig. l). A second line connected the bait plat€ of the

irap to the egg (we used a Japanese Quail egg), looped

around a wi.e stake placed just beyond the egg and

reattached at the bait plate (c, Fig. l). The fishing l ine had

sufficient tension to trigger the trap with slight movement

of the egg and the loop ensured that the trap would be

triggered regardless of the direction of movement of the

egg (even toward the trap). To attach the line to the egg

wi glued a small piece of calico cloth to the egg and

allowed it to dry. We then glued the calico to the egg which

was adhered to the calico shown at (d) in Figure l. We

placed the egg approximately 40 centimetres from the

mouse trap. A thin piece of padding attached to the mouse

trap where the snap arm hits the trap wil l quiet the action

of the trap and may reduce the likelihood of startling a nest

predator if the traP is triggered.

The fishing lines attached to both the snap arm and the

bait plale were encased in plastic tubing {0.5 mm aquarium

tubing) and secured to the ground with wire stakes to
ensu.e that action of the trap was not hampered by soil or
debris obstructing movement of the fishing line The tubing
also reduces the likelihood of accidental triggering by wind
blown debris or by animals. We dug a shallow trench for
the tubing and secured it with spare wire pegs before
covering it with soil, which made it less conspicuous. The
tubing was terminated along the fishing line attached to the
snap arm (b, Fig. l) after approximately 50 centimetres'
after which the lrne ascended sharply to the camera trigger
mecnanlsm.

A protective cover was placed over the mouse trap (we

used an upturned plastic take-away food container, not
shown in Fig. l) which was deep enough to allow
clearance for the snap arm of the trap and sprinkled with
soil to make the trap less conspicuous. The cover also
prevents animals accidentally stepping on the trap and
triggering it or injuring themselves. With the trigger
mechanism now in place, all that remained was for the
camera to be set up following Major (1991). We attached
the camera securely to a nearby tree to prevent movement
when triggered.
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The mouse trap trigger mechanism described here was
designed for use at ground nests. With some adjustments
to layout, we believe it could also be used to photograph
predators at afltf iciai arboreal nesls.
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